A number of related results also appear. Several theorems previously known only for commutative rings with noetherian maximal spectrum have been extended to Priifer domains. These include Serre's Theorem (concerning free summands of projective modules) and a (projective modules only) version of the Forster-Swan Theorem. Also, Bass's Stable Range Theorem is extended to the case of arbitrary domains. If zero-divisors are allowed, bounds increase by one.
The 1-dimensional result of Vasconcelos and Sally [7] was the first positive result on the "2-generator question". This suggested to L. Levy the possibility of attaining a dimension dependent bound. While the proof could not be extended, the natural bound has been shown to hold. Upon seeing the initial proof of the main result, R. Wiegand suggested it might be applicable to some of the noetherian spectrum theorems. Although the goal of a uniform approach to these theorems was not attained, the efforts in this direction did meet with some success. Also, the dimension of the entire prime spectrum is used throughout rather than the (lower) dimension of the maximal spectrum. This seems to be a casualty of dropping the noetherian assumption -the possibility of a sharper bound is discussed in §4.
Section 1 is devoted to the demonstration of a few elementary lemmas concerning generating elements for locally principal ideals. Section 2 introduces the machinery needed to prove the main theorem and the other results. Therein, R must be a Prufer domainprimarily to force primes contained in a given prime to be linearly ordered. A notationally complex, and consequently somewhat obscure, method of removing this hypothesis is devised in §2*. This section may be omitted without loss of continuity on a first reading. Section 3 states and proves all of the major theorems, and §4 is devoted to statements and questions with regard to possible improvements.
1. Closed sets and generating elements. In this section, it is assumed that the ideal / is locally principal. As this paper only endeavors to find generating sets for invertible ideals, this shall cause no difficulty. The goal here is to find one common generator for / on an entire closed set of primes. Spec R, the usual topological space will be employed. Recall that the points in this space are the primes and closed sets V(A) are all those primes which contain A, a subset of R. (Each subset determines a closed set.) LEMMA Proof By a generates / on B,, we mean locally generates at each prime of B,.
This property won't be disturbed if we multiply by an r E JR which is locally a unit at these primes. So, by (1.1), pick r E Π PeB2 P-U PGBl P, and a 1 = ra works. Proof By (1.2), we can assume that a, generates at no primes in A U Ui^jBi. Then a' = Σα, is the desired element (because generator-f nongenerator = generator, locally).
These lemmas are quite trivial, but are quite useful provided we can find disjoint closed sets, on each of which the ideal has a generator. In the next section, several such will be described. Others, yet undiscovered, might lead to new results.
2. Useful closed sets. DEFINITION 1. Let R be a Prϋfer domain; P a fixed prime; then define Proof. This set is just the support of the finitely generated module //(rad I Γ\J) and so must be closed [1, p. 107, Prop. 17] . From the definition of < P , it is immediately seen that m(P,d)d im R P for every si. Also, if R has Krull dimension n, this uniformly yields ra(P, d)^n for every pair (P, si). (ii) Let Ci, , C n be the equivalence classes of C. It will suffice to prove that C λ is closed. If P E C,, there are ideals J o , , / k in ^ such that I o < P --I k and every ideal in ^ is = P to some ί. Now, if 0 E d, Proof. Because {x t } generates /, for each P there is an x-t such that x t I~ιR P = R P (I being invertible). Further, this equation holds for P if and only if it holds for every prime in the (~^) equivalence class of P. Hence, all of the primes in a given class have a common generator. So, C is a finite union of disjoint closed sets, each of which has a generator. (1.3) completes the proof.
NOTE. The hypothesis that JR must be a Prufer domain in (2.3) is a carry-over from the hypothesis of (2.2); it is otherwise not required. Consequently, when the hypothesis is effectively removed from the earlier proposition in the next section, it is seen to be superfluous here. For this reason, it has been denoted parenthetically.
2*.
More generality. The crux of §2 was the value in inducing closed sets of the inequality < P . Strict inequality chains corresponded to chains of primes (except R was included and zero excluded). So finite Krull dimension bounded the length. When the Prufer hypothesis is dropped, the situation becomes more difficult. However, while the transitivity of the inequality must be sacrificed, the basic idea still works. So new definitions are given, properly generalizing those of §2.
Observe that the set in brackets is the intersection of a closed set and a quasi-compact open set. Hence it is a patch (A patch is a subset of Spec R closed in the patch topology -whose closed sets are generated by the closed and the quasi-compact open sets, i.e., D(I) for finitely generated /, of Spec JR) and E(I Q , , /") is the closure of a patch. As the closure of a patch is the union of its pointwise closures [5, p. 
, B n be the (~^) equivalence classes of B. As the sets E( ) are closed, B> C B for all L So B = B.
(ii) For each prime P, the set of ideals in si satisfying IR P = R P form a subset (nonempty by hypothesis). If two primes induce the same subset, call them congruent. The finiteness of si guarantees that the number of congruence classes is finite. Let {Q} be the set of congruence classes of C. Then the proof will be complete provided each Q is closed.
It suffices to_consider CΊ. By (i) and the fact that A is closed, C is closed, yielding C λ C C. Designate those ideals of si not contained in P, for PJΞ C u by / and those contained in P by /. The result follows if Q E C, implies Jjt Q and / C Q. Now observe C x CE(I, /); hence Q E E(I, J) and ICQ. Let D be one of the finitely many ~r f equivalence classes of C x . The assumption ra(P, sί) = k implies the existence of ideals J o , , I k -ι in si such that Proof. Pick si in accordance with the hypothesis of (2.3). Generators y n , -, y, will be inductively defined as follows:
Set A k -support (I/(y k+u , y n )), the closed set of primes on which the set {y*+i, ,y n } does not generate /. (Λ n =SpecjR) Assume m{P,$ί)^kk on A k . (This is true for k = n by the dimension hypothesis.) Let C k = {P E A k \m (P,si) = k) as in (2.2). Next employ (2.3) to select y k , which generates / on C k . Hence C k Π A k -X = 0 and m(P, si) 4^ k -1 on Λ fc _, as needed. Finally, on Λ o , m(P, sέ) = 0 and every member of the initial generating set locally generates /. So let y 0 be an arbitrary initial generator. Then / = (y π , , y 0 ) as desired. If R is not a domain, the dimension hypothesis only asserts m(P, si)^k n + 1 and so an additional generator is required.
Similarly we obtain a projective analogue of the Forster-Swan Theorem (3.2) and, as a corollary to that proof, Serre's Theorem is extended to Prufer domains (3.3). THEOREM 
// R is an n-dimensional Prύfer domain and M is a rank d projective R-module, then M may be generated by n + d elements.
Proof M is isomorphic to a direct sum of d ideals [2, p. 14, Prop. 6.1] because R is Prufer. (This is actually the only place the Prufer hypothesis is needed.) So suppose M = φf=i/,. Let {JC /; } be a finite generating set for /,. Then set si = the set consisting of j c f / -/7 1 for all /, /. si satisfies the hypothesis of (2.3) with respect to each of these ideals and so a (slightly modified) version of the proof of (3.1) may be used to find n + 1 element generating sets for these ideals.
Generating sets for /,, --, I d are derived, one ideal at a time. The generating set for /, will be denoted y(i, n), , y(i, 0), being inductively defined in that order. The procedure, much as before (identical for I x ), follows:
Set
Assume that ra(F, si) ^ fc for each F E A (/, fc) (The dimension assumption gives this for fc = n), and A(i -1, k) C A(ί, fc) (trivial for fc = n). Then set C(i,ic) = {PEA(U)|m(P,i)=)c}. Now observe that A(ι-l,fc-l) ΓΊ C(ί, fc) = 0 because the function ra (-, si) has conflicting values on the two sets. Consequently, by (2.3) At the termination of the entire process, each ideal ί (Make no distinction between the ideal and submodule of M. Think of y(i, k) as an element of M.) has a set of generators {y(/, fc)}. Further, the containment relations forced upon the A's gives "/</ implies A(ί, fc)CA(/, fc)". To utilize this condition, it is convenient to define k(i,p) to be the least integer fc such that P E A(/, fc), i.e., the greatest integer fc such that y(/, fc) generates ί at F. The condition then becomes "/</ implies fc(/, F)^ fc(/, F)". Now consider the matrix where the rth row is a generating set for I,.
,n) \ \ Consider all of the "diagonals" of this matrix with i -/ = constant. Each element lies on exactly one of these and there are d + n in all. Summing all of the elements on each "diagonal" gives n + d new elements which, it will be shown, are a generating set for M.
So let M' be the module these elements generate. It is enough to show M' -M locally and by Nakayama's Lemma, it is actually sufficient to show M C M' + MP. This can be achieved by the following inductive step:
Let y be the generating element of M' which contains the summand y (/, fc (/, F)). All summands of y 'have the form y (j + h, k (/, F) + h). For fo<0, these elements lie in φ,<yί and so also in M'+ MP by the induction assumption. For h>0, the condition on v the k-function asserts
k(j + h,P)£k(j,P)<k(j,P) + h
and so each of these is in MP. Thus y(j,k(j\P))EM' + MP and this element is a local generator for I r Hence M' = M as desired. COROLLARY 
If R is an n-dimensional Prύfer domain, and M is projective of rank (n + 1), then M has a free summand.
Proof. Let M = φ ί and find generators {y(/,/)} exactly as in (3.2) . Then we claim y = Σ ί+/=n+1 y (ί, /) generates a free summand of M.
Fix a prime P. The first observation is that one of the y(/,/)'s locally generates the corresponding I> at P. (This is a trivial consequence of the inclusion relation we placed on the A's.) Hence y and n other elements generate the free jR P -module M P . By [3, p. 283, L. 1] , y generates a free direct summand of M.
NOTE. Because M 0L = N 0 1 implies M = N for projective modules over Prufer domains [6, p. 75] , (3.2) , which is equivalent to the statement that every projective has a rank n complement (summing to a free), actually implies (3.3) directly.
Because the ring itself is always invertible, the Stable Range Theorem requires no Prufer assumption. So, in full generality Proof. By an ordinary telescoping argument, it suffices to find a set {s ι 11 ^ / ^ k -1} such that {6, -f s, & i+ i} is a generating set. In fact, we then set r. =(-!)' +t! ίi s, and obtain the theorem.
The {s t } will be defined by an inductive procedure beginning with i = k - 1 and descending. Call (bι, b k ) the kth sequence and let Λ fc _, = Spec JR. At the fth step, assume the (ί + l) st sequence generates R (true for i = k -1).
(For ί = fc -1, the dimension hypothesis forces the second set to be empty.) Set B, = A, B, is closed and it may be shown that b x & P for P E J3j. To see tftis, observe some member of the (i + l) st sequence is not in P. As P E A, , this implies 6 ; £ P for some /gi + l.PG £((&i), •••,(&«)) implies fy E P for / < i. Now if 6, E P and 6 I+1 £ P, then P E £((60, , (6 i+1 )), a set disjoint from A, . So bifέP. At the completion of the "ί = 1" step, the induction gives A 0 Π E((b l )) = 0.
As the latter set = Spec R,
As usual, if i? is not a domain, the initial assertion that E((bι), -,(b k )) = 0 requires k>n+2 -the reason for the higher bound.
4.
Extensions, generalizations, comments. As noted in the introduction, it would be preferable if the dimension of the maximal spectrum could be used instead of the Krull dimension in order to bring these theorems into line with the noetherian spectrum theorems. This does not seem entirely possible. However, some improvement can be made. Noting that dimension was only used to bound m(P, si), recall the version of Definition 1 in §2*: E(I 0 , ••-,/") = closure {E(I θ9 : , /"_,) Π V(/ n _0 Π D(/")}.
To use this, advantage was taken of the fact that the set in brackets was a patch and also the fact that an ideal which generated the ring locally was in fact all of R. The same holds true if the entire prime spectrum is replaced by the smallest patch containing the maximal spectrum (the closure of the maximal spectrum in the patch topolojgy). Call the dimension of this patch the p-dim. Then clearly m(P, d)^p-dim if (0) is in the patch. (0) is not in the patch.
m{P,d)^ p-dim +1 if
In the second case, the Jacobson radical is nonzero if R is a domain. There, the arbitary generator implies a further reduction in the bound. Now, as the maximal spectrum is a patch in Spec R when it is noetherian [8] , this notion is in fact very closely related to existing results. Thus: THEOREM 4.1. // the j-spectrum of R is a patch in Speci?, then Krull dim. may be replaced by j-dim. in the hypotheses of (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4). However, we can no longer select a generator arbitrarily in the case of nonzero radical.
It would be nice to see what happens if M is not a projective module. Can any of the noetherian spec theorems be extended to the Prϋfer case? I have not endeavoured to prove these theorems for a finitely generated algebra A over R and have no opinion on the validity of those extensions. We would also like a uniform treatment of (3.2) and (3.4) (as in [3, Theorem B] ), but this result has escaped.
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